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Word on the street:
Thrilling Listen!
I really enjoyed this twist on fea and light/dark magic!
The narrator was great and the story held my attention,
I couldn't stop listening! I am dying to know what
happens next though, looking forward to learning more
about Steel and the other realms! -Audible Listener

"Working with Amy Johnson was a dream from start to finish on five
audiobook projects. Amy did a fabulous job capturing the voice and
nuances of my female protagonist, but also brought variety and consistency
to many male characters, too. She's detail oriented, hit every deadline, and
put a shine on the entire process."
-Mark Stevens, Author of Antler Dust, Alison Coil Mystery Series

“I selected Amy Johnson from among several competitive auditions for the
narration of my novel, SO LONG AS WE’RE TOGETHER, produced and released
on Audible in 2020. Amy’s audition demonstrated narration talents heads above
the rest: specifically her voice artist skills and qualities of diction, correct
pronunciation, pacing, and perfect delivery of consistent tone. Amy’s nuanced
dramatic emphasis, balanced with an evenness of tone held consistently
throughout the narration, made her a standout. Working with Amy was a
professional collaboration of the best kind: Amy was prepared at each step and
delivered in a timely and polished manner throughout the project. I certainly
would use Amy Johnson again on a narration project and highly recommend her
to anyone looking to successfully collaborate with a first class voice artist.”
-Glenda Burgess, Author

Impressed with the book
I am not a native English speaker and a good narration means everything to
me. The narrator of this book did such a wonderful job, she is very pleasant to
listen to and her voice even reminds me of a great teacher I had in my high
school. I highly recommend this book to everyone! -Audible Listener

